ABSTRACT
Introduction
In these days, there is a clear tendency of reducing the use of chemical agents in agricultural cultivations. The main goals of all the techniques developed towards this objective try to obtain products of a better quality and the saving of costs related to the crop field treatments. This tendency has been established over the recent years among various countries, creating a growing interest [1] .
The development of computer vision capabilities allows a reliable and fast identification and classification of seeds. Automatic systems nowadays provide techniques to easily process the crop fields to obtain the necessary data to classify and to distinguish the crop from the weeds. The developments of these systems are mainly based on the computation of geometrical characteristics of the weeds because they have forms (shape factor, aspect ratio, length/ratio, etc.) which can be identified [2] [3] [4] [5] . Colour images have been also successfully used to establish seed quality and characterize damages and diseases [6] . Yang et al. [7] estimated weed coverage and weed patchiness based on digital images, using a fuzzy algorithm for planning site-specific herbicide applications. Recently, Gerhards and Oebel [8] have used real-time differential images (NIR-VIS) obtained with a set of 3 digital bispectral cameras. Other approaches have used colour indices to distinguish vegetation material from background [9] , Unlike the above approach our method tries to identify and classify a special weed seed, the avena sterilis ssp. Ludoviciana, which is one of the most widely distributed and abundant weed of cereals in Spain and other regions with Mediterranean climate and causes substantial losses in these crops [10, 11] . The main problem concerning its classification is that during the herbicide treatment its colour and texture are undistinguishable with respect to the seed cereal (barley). In Ref. [12] an image segmentation process is carried out by taking into account the row-spacing in the crops, which allows driving the process. The avena sterilis grows without control along the field, it can be found mixed with the cereal in the crop lines and also out of the crop lines in the soil where the cereal does not grow.
Hence, the above techniques cannot be applied because of the similar spectral aspect and texture and also its irregular shapes and distributions. Based on this behaviour and taking into account the expertise of technical people and farmers, it has been formulated the following hypothesis: "a high density of green colour in soil areas where the cereal is assumed to be missing indicates that this region, including the crop lines, is contaminated with avena sterilis". Indeed, if the soil has seeds, they probably are avena and the surrounding crop cereal areas will also contain this weed.
The design of a system to perform a selective spraying of the crops can help to minimize the wastage of products required for the effective control of weeds, diseases and pests and to ensure that crops receive adequate nutrients [13] . In this context, the benefit of site-specific management includes a cost reduction to produce the crop and also an important reduction in environmental pollution [14] .
From the above, several systems have been designed to solve this problem using automatic vision strategies and various machine learning techniques to identify areas with avena sterilis which must be selectively sprayed [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Despite the good performance of these systems, all of them share a common inconvenient, the techniques used to take a decision are very demanding from a computational point of view. Also, all these methods require a considerable amount of memory to deal with all the information necessary for the decision making process. Because of these constraints the real implementation of the systems previously developed can require an expensive hardware.
As a further approach, this new research outlines a new decision making method, the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) whose two main advantages are a fast decision computation once trained and an optimized storage of knowledge database, as explained later in Section 2.2.3. Additional advantages of SVMs are also given in Section 2.2.4.
As in previous attempts, two main processes are involved in our approach: image segmentation and decision making. The image segmentation process divides the crop field in areas to be analysed and extracts features and attributes of the selected areas. The decision making process determines which areas are to be selectively sprayed.
The features are extracted by using image regions and line segmentation techniques, which provide a set of patches. According to the distribution of these patches they can be identified as representing weeds or crops. The attributes are computed taking into account area-based relations between the crops, the weeds and the soil. Relative measurements (relations) have been used because of the irregular forms of weeds and crops, and also due to the different size of the cells resulting from the segmentation process as it can be seen later. Once the attributes are quantified, the SVM approach is used for making the decision about the spraying of a cell. The design of a new automatic image vision approach that integrates the segmentation and the SVM decision making approach as an optimized method by means of computation and knowledge storage makes the main finding of the proposed approach.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the weed detection process including the image segmentation and the SVM decision making one. The performance of this approach is described in Section 3. Finally in Section 4 the conclusions are presented.
The weed detection process
The full weed detection process consists of two sub-processes: image segmentation and decision making. The image segmentation process divides the incoming image in cells and extracts features and attributes, which are used during the decision making process. The decision process determines if a cell is to be or not sprayed. Previous to the decision making process, a database containing a set of samples classified as items to be or not sprayed is built Hence, two separated processes can be distinguished: off-line and on-line. During the off-line a knowledge base {KB) is built so that a decision can be made during the on-line process by recovering the information from KB. The image segmentation process is identical for both off-line and on-line processes. Fig. 1 displays the full sequence. 
¡mage segmentation
The steps involved in the image segmentation process are: image acquisition and binarization, crop lines detection, grid cell partition, attribute extraction. In Ref. [12] a segmentation process is proposed under the knowledge of row distances. The RGB original image is binarized by applying a threshold to the grey image obtained from the RGB. The frequency of the plant pixels is plotted in the crop row direction; a maximum value indicates a row. After morphology dilation the weeds appear isolated and can be identified. In our approach the avena sterilis do not present this behaviour. This justifies the definition of a new approach for detecting this special kind of weeds in cereal crops.
Image acquisition and binarization
The images are acquired under perspective transformation. Fig. 2 . This implies that the crop lines tend to converge in the vanishing point out of the field of view. The goal of this first step is to convert the input red-green-blue image into a black and white image, where the vegetation parts (weed and crops) of the input image are to be represented as white and the rest as black in a binary image.
Some approaches have been proposed to do that (Ribeiro, 2005 [29] ; Granitto, 2005 [4] ; Onyango, 2003 [5] ; Tian, 1998 [22] ). Based on the discussion carried out in Ribeiro (2005) this method has been used. The segmentation is based on the three components (RGB) that describe each image point. The first stage of the segmentation transforms the original RGB image into a one-dimensional grey level (monochrome) image, obtained by applying the following expression:
where r, g and b are the set of real coefficients to be selected, and whose possible values are discussed in Ribeiro (2005) The next step is to determine the grey level threshold that sets the contrast breakpoint between pixels containing vegetation and pixels containing non-vegetation, including shadows, stones, straw, and other debris, and then to transform the grey level image into a black/white image to obtain a binary image. In Rosin and Ioannidis [23] are evaluated several classical global image thresholding approaches. Based on this study, the best performance is achieved with the method described in Kapur et al. [24] , which uses the entropy of the histogram. This approach is used.
Once the image is binarized, in order to remove spurious white pixels and to smooth white contours it is applied a morphological opening (erosion followed by dilation) operation. This kind of operation is also used in Onyango and Marchant [5] . Nevertheless, making use of the knowledge that the image is acquired under perspective transformation, there are applied three different structuring elements for performing the morphological opening operation. 
Crop lines detection and grid cell partition
In the resulting binary image, after the opening operation, plant material from both weeds and crops is white and the rest, coming from soil, stones and residual is black. On the basis of the binary image the next step is to detect the furrows of the crops in the image. The Hough transform is a well-known and robust method, especially if the lines cover the whole image as reported in Astrand and Baerveldt [14] and Billingsley and Schoenfisch [25] .
The Hough transform is a common operation to obtain line equations that define a group of points in the xy space of the image [26, 27] . Instead of using the parameter space xy, the normal representation of a line: x cos 9 +y sin 9 = p is used. This allows considering the full range of values for 9 = -90° to 9 = 90° avoiding the problem of selecting the range of the parameters in the parameter space.
The Hough transform creates an accumulator of cells A(9, p) indexed by 9 and p. At the end of the Hough transform application, a value of Q. in a given cell A{9, p) means that Q. points in the original image lie in the line xcos9+ysin9 = p. The full image is used to extract high Q. values. This allows us to remove cells with small Q. values that do not represent crop lines. The cells with values less than the threshold Tf, are removed. Ti, is set to 100 in this paper. Moreover, as it is known from the perspective transformation, the orientation of the crop lines is limited, the lines searched must be coherent with the knowledge of 9 and p. Finally, because the crops have a wide dimension, it is useful that several accumulator cells with similar indices (9 and p) have high (lvalues. This means that several lines are associated to the same crop. All similar ones are fused in a unique one. So given two cells A(0¡, p f ) and A{9¡, p¡), it is assumed that they represent the same line crop if |0¡ -9¡ | < £i and I p ( -yOj I < e 2 where £] and e 2 are set to 5 and 10, respectively. The next step consists in the partition of the image in cells. This is carried out by tracing horizontal lines, those lines are described through equations with the form: y = kc, where the joint product kc is a constant value; k represents an index varying from 1 to n and c determines the spacing between lines. We have fixed c=50 and n is limited by the height of the image. Nevertheless, because we are only interested on the set of cells on the lower part of the image n is fixed to 10 in our experiments. This interest comes as a result of the perspective projection, which causes that the size of the cells decreases towards the upper part of the image and an important amount of details coming from weeds are lost when more cells are used. It has been considered acceptable a number between 35 and 37 cells, depending on the image system position at the instant of the capture. They are the cells where the weeds are distinguishable because of their proximity to the vision system. Fig. 2(a) shows an original image captured in a crop field; in (b) is displayed the resulting image segmentation process, including the crop's lines and cells. The 37 cells to be processed have been labelled in this image with the symbol "P". To avoid problems during the decision process, these are the cells which appear full in the image, i.e. perfectly delimited by the horizontal lines and the lines describing the furrows. We have not considered incomplete cells to avoid problems during the decision process.
Attribute extraction
The basic unit to be analysed is the cell. Due to the perspective transformation the shape and size of the cells differ among them. Some existing strategies have been used for identifying the weeds in crop fields. Granitto et al. [4] and Astrand and Baerveldt [14] use topological properties (area, invariant moments, etc.); colour (variance, skewness of the intensity histogram, etc.) or texture. Unfortunately, the weed seeds which are to be identified in our approach (avena sterilis) appear in patches under irregular sizes and shapes. The colour and texture for this weed are similar to that of the cereal in the field. Hence, the above attributes are not applicable in our approach.
Moreover, this kind of weed grows uncontrolled in the field. This means that white patches in soil areas between crops should be avena sterilis and the surrounding crop areas are probably affected by weed seeds. This represents a serious handicap when a decision must be made about if the cell must be sprayed. This irregular cereal distribution is affected by the large drought periods in the Spanish central area where this experience has been carried out. Indeed, some areas in the furrows display important gaps against other that invade the soil between furrows. Additionally, given the image perspective projection the cells are different in size and shape. To solve these problems, attributes extracted must be independent of the distribution of weeds and crops and also from the size and shape of the cells. This requires the computation of relative measurements instead of absolute ones.
With such purpose a set of 20 images have been randomly selected to be segmented from a set of 86 images available, see Section 3. From each segmented image, as mentioned before, between 35 and 37 cells are selected, on average we have obtained 36 cells per image; i.e. the amount of cells is 720. The number of cells classified as candidate to be sprayed is FYo = 156, i.e. this represents the 21.7% of 720. This relative small percentage reinforces the interest for selective spraying. From the remainder set of cells (i.e. FNo = 564), the ratio of the white area in the cell is computed, r= FÑo^A; (3) c=l Ac is the full area of a cell c and W c is the white area in the cell. In this kind of cells, free of weeds, the white area represents only crops. Each cell contains left (I) and right [R) patches representing the crop areas. It can be found that r?«2/5 and r = rj + r r where f-| and r r are the corresponding ratios for the I and R crop areas, respectively. This means that r t = r r^ 1/5, i.e. each crop area is covering 1/5 of the full cell's area.
Two area-based attributes are computed and embedded as the components of an area-vector x¡, as before given the cell i, this vector is x¡ = {x,i, x j2 }. Let m the total number of connected regions in a cell i (i.e. the number of labels in the cell) and Ay the area of the jth region. A ic is the total area of the cell. An andA^ the areas for the I and R crop regions, respectively. A, t and A¡R are computed taking into account the amount of pixels inside of the regions bounded by the left and right crop lines respectively and the corresponding limits defined by r t and r r (i.e. 1/5 of A ic ).
Based on the area measurements the following coverage values are computed, crop coverage:
• crop coverage:
• weed coverage: m Qw -/ y*ij _ Qc (5)
Qs=A ic -(q c + q w )
From Eqs. (4)- (6) the components for the area-vector x¡ are
The component x H is defined as the weed coverage rate in Tian et al. [28] and x¡ 2 can be associated with the weed pressure defined also in Ribeiro et al. [29] .
The following analysis allows us to determine the range of variability for these two values. Indeed, if the weed coverage is null, there is not weeds in the cell, i.e. x» and x¡ 2 . This is intended so that both components contribute equitably in the computation of the decision function.
Support Vector Machines as a decision making process
Our system works in two stages: (1) performing a training process, called off-line, with a set of cells requiring to be sprayed and not to be sprayed, and computing a decision function; (2) performing a decision making process, called on-line, where a decision is made about each new incoming cell based on the above function.
The segmentation process is common for both off-line and on-line processes. This means that the cells and attributes are computed in identical fashion.
The off-line process: training
The SVM framework is based on the observation of a set X of n patterns samples (cells in our approach) to be classified as cells to be sprayed [FY) and not sprayed [FN), i.e. our problem is the well-known binary classification problem. Theoretically, the outputs of the system are two symbolic values y e {+1, -1} associated to FY and FN, respectively. The finite training set is denoted by (x" y¡), i = 1,..., n. where each x, vector denotes a training element and y i e {+1, -1} the class it belongs to. The goal of this training process, based on the information stored in the training sample set, is to find a decision function capable of separating the data into two groups. It has been verified that the x¡ input vectors belong to two overlapped classes. The technique is based on the idea of mapping the input vectors into a high dimensional feature space using non-linear transformation functions. In the feature space a separating hyperplane (a linear function of the attribute variables) is constructed [30, 31] . By using different mapping functions, different types of SVM are implemented. The SVM decision function has the general form, n /(x) = ^a,y i H(x i ,x)-f) (8) i=l where b is a constant; x is a generic two-dimensional area-vector representing the attributes of a generic cell, where its components are obtained through Eq. (7). Eq. (8) establishes a representation of the decision function f[x) as a linear combination of kernels centred in each data point. A discussion about the choice of the kernel used in this approach is given in Section 3.2.
The parameters OÍJ, i = 1,..., n, in Eq. (8) are the solution for the following quadratic optimization problem:
Maximize the functional n n n Q_(a) = ^«i -2 ^«¡«Wj'Wfa -*;) X/ 1 '" 1 ' = °' i=l ¡,j=l (=1 r 0<a¡ < -, i = l n (9) ~ n and given the training data (x¡, y¡), i = 1,..., n, the inner product kernel H, and the regularization parameter C. As stated in Cherkassky and Mulier [30] , at present, there is not a well-developed theory on how to select the best C, although in several applications it is set to a large fixed constant value, such as 2000, which is the used in this paper.
The data points x¡ associated with the nonzero a¡ are called support vectors. Once the support vectors have been determined, the In the experiments, b = 0; where x is defined in Eq. (8) .
The SVM generates a scalar output j[x) whose polarity, sign of J[x), determines the class membership. The magnitude can usually be interpreted as a measure of belief or certainty in the decision made. If all data points which are not support vectors were to be discarded for the training set the same solution would be found, an interesting perspective on SVMs is to consider its information compression and storage properties. The support vector represent the most informative data points and compress the information contained in the training set, i.e. in classification approaches, only the support vectors need to be stored, while all other training examples can be discarded [32] ,
The minimal distance from the separating hyperplane to the closest data point is called margin r [30] . A separating hyperplane is called optimal if the margin is maximum. The distance between the separating hyperplane and a given pattern x isyfc[/(x)|/| |w| | where w is given by n Assuming that a margin r exists, all training patterns obey the inequality,
The problem of finding the optimal hyperplane is that of finding the w that maximizes the margin r. Note that there are an infinite number of solutions that differ only in scaling of w. To limit solutions, fix the scale on the product of r and norm ofw, T||W|| = 1 (13) Thus maximizing the margin r is equivalent to minimizing the norm ofw.
The on-line process: decision making
Now given a new image it can be applied the segmentation process described in Section 2.1, i.e. for each Image 36 cells can be obtained. For each cell k the attribute's vector x k is computed as well asj[x k ) through Eq. (10) by recovering the support vectors stored during the off-line process. According to the sign ofJ[x k ) the cell which is being processed should be sprayed if^x k )>0 (it belongs to FY) otherwise it should not be sprayed.
Computation complexity and knowledge information storage
As stated before in this article, in this case, the selection of the pattern recognition algorithm has been carried out taking into account the computational resources required by it for making a decision. This has been taken in mind with the aim of minimizing the price of the hardware needed and the price of the final decision making system.
From this point of view, the selection of the Support Vector Machines approach can be justified by two main reasons:
1. Although the learning process can be time consuming, once the support vectors are obtained, the decision is made by means of Eq. (10). This equation is composed only by elemental arithmetical operations (sum, subtraction and multiplications), thus, the decision can be computed in a very fast way with very simple processors. 2. The second advantage that this approach show is the minimum memory requirements to store the knowledge obtained from the training process. Because of the nature of the classifier, it is only necessary to store the support vectors obtained after the training process. The number of these vectors is really small when compared with the totality of cases processed, but they store all the valuable information. Any other vector of information stored apart from the support vectors is redundant.
Advantages of SVMs for the bi-class spraying decision problem
As it is well-known in the learning community, SVM is a technique well tested in binary classification problems, as the one proposed here. All, classification methods have advantages and disadvantages, which are more or less important according to the data which are being analysed. In our selective spraying problem SVMs are useful because of non-regularity in the data, i.e. with an unknown distribution. The following points include a discussion about the SVMs performance in our approach:
1. By introducing the kernel, SVMs are able to choose the threshold separating areas to be sprayed, which need not be linear. 2. Since the kernel implicitly contains a non-linear transformation, no assumptions about the functional form of the transformation, which makes data linearly separable, is necessary. The transformation occurs implicitly on a robust theoretical basis. 3. SVMs provide a good out-of-sample generalization if the kernel is appropriately chosen. This implies that SVMs can be robust enough, even when the training sample has some distortion or bias as in our approach occurs, because of the irregular distribution of the weeds patches in the cells. With the choice of an appropriate kernel the more similar attributes of two cells is, the higher is the value of the kernel. Thus, when classifying a new cell, the values of its attributes are compared with the ones of the support vectors of the training samples, which are more similar to this new cell. The cell is then classified according to which group it has the greatest similarity. 4. SVMs provide a unique solution, since the optimality problem is convex [31] , This represents an advantage compared to neural networks or fuzzy approaches, which can get several solutions associated to local minima, i.e. the robustness depends on the samples. 5. The main disadvantage is that SVMs cannot represent the contribution of all cells under a parametric function, because the decision function only considers the support vectors. This is common for others approaches including those that estimate some parameters, such as fuzzy clustering or Bayesian approaches [33] .
Overall, based on the above reasoning and considering also the advantages reported in Section 2.2.3, SVMs become an appropriate approach for our bi-class spraying decision problem.
Comparative analysis and performance evaluation
In order to assess the validity and performance of the proposed approach, a set of 86 digital images has been used, acquired in April 2005. Experiments were conducted on an experimental farm owned by the Spanish Research Council (CSIC) located in Arganda, Madrid, i.e. in the Spanish central area where the rainfalls are not abundant.
Around a half of the images were collected on sunny days and the rest on cloudy days, with the time difference between two sets of corresponding images (sunny day, cloudy day) being less than 3 days, thereby ensuring that both samples corresponded to the same growth stage. Under these circumstances the digital images fundamentally represented different natural lighting conditions. All digital images were taken with a Sony DCR PC110E camera.
One important thing to clarify is that the number of images used with the Support Vector Machines approach is very low comparing with the number of images used in other previous approaches. 340 images were used in [18] , 146 in [19] and 120 in [21] . This is in relation to the advantages exposed in Section 2.2.3 regarding the computational complexity and information storage. This number of images ensures the fast response of this method as well as its low computation complexity although in certain cases it is possible to obtain a weaker response compared to other methods if the training set is not well selected.
Design of a test strategy
Assuming that SVM involves a learning process a test strategy has been designed in order to assess the validity and performance of the proposed approach. With such purpose our test is carried out according to the following steps:
STEP Moreover, in order to asses the performance of the attributes given by Eq. (7) three tests are defined: Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3, where Test 1 and Test 2 use only one attribute (component) x,i and x¡2, respectively; Test 3 uses both components under the areabased vector x. the SVM framework is applied for each test. So, Test 3 verifies the performance of the approach proposed in this paper. According to the discussion in Section 2.1.3, the attribute x,i is used in Tian et al. [28] and the attribute x i2 is used in Ribeiro (2005) . Hence, the performance of our approach is compared against such existing strategies.
Analysis of results
According to Eqs. (8) and (10), the decision function involves the kernel H, with an important role in the SVM paradigm, as described above in Section 2.2.4. Now the goal is to determine, which the best kernel H is. For this purpose, we have available the set of 20 images, which is randomly selected from the full set of 86 images. This is also the set used for setting the ratio of the white area as given in Eq. (3). Hence, as described in Section 2. According to the kernel H chosen, the procedures for setting the free parameters is as follows:
(1) Gaussian Radial Basis Functions (RBF), H(x,y) = exp{-||x-y|| 2 /cr 2 }, we vary a 2 from 1 to 10 in steps of 0.5 and for each a 2 value, we estimate the decision function in Eq. (10) 10 times, each time with nine different disjoint sets, which are the training sets. The other set is used as the validation set, which allows to compute the decision error. Finally, we obtain the averaged error over the 10 estimations. We choose the minimum average error as the best performance and select the corresponding parameter as appropriate; in our experiments this occurs with for the minimum error of 22% and a 2 =3.0. (2) Polynomial (POL), H(x, y) = (x, y) d with (x, y) is the inner product. Following the same procedure as above, but varying the degree d from 1 to 5 we obtain the best performance for d = 2, which is selected as the best choice. The minimum error was 31%. (3) Sigmoid (SIG), H(x, y) = tanh(/0(x, y) + y), as before, we vary p from 1 to 10 and y from 1 to 5, obtaining the best performance with the minimum error value of 36% for p = 2 and y = 3.
We have applied the test strategy designed above, from STEP 0 to STEP n, with n = 3 and using the three kernels (RBF, POL and SIG) with their corresponding parameters obtained as described above. At each STEP, we estimate the decision function in Eq. (10) and compute the margin r through Eqs. (11) and (13) . Table 1 displays the number of images processed and the corresponding margin values for RBF, POL and SIG. The margin r determines which the best kernel according to the optimal hyperplane is because better decisions can be made. This implies that larger r values indicate better performance. Hence, from results in Table 1 one can see that RBF outperforms the other two kernels. This conclusion is in accordance with the results obtained during the initial training phase for setting the free parameters. Therefore, as a final conclusion we can see that RBF provides a good generalization for achieving a robust approach as explained in Section 2.2.4. Table 2 displays the number of cells to be sprayed [FY n ] and the number of cells that do not require spraying (FN n ). As before, the new cells are added to the old ones. In STEP 0 they are manually selected (this implies that the same number is used for each Test) and then for STEPs 1-3 this selection is carried out by the SVM classifier. For each Test the total number of support vectors is also displayed. The small number of support vectors confirms the second advantage exposed in Section 2.2.3. Traditionally, from these four quantities several measures have been used for classification [34] . The best ones are the following that combine all four values: FN) )-1\ Fig. 3 shows an image, which is segmented and processed according to the method described in this paper. The cells labelled with the symbol "F" are to be sprayed based on the SVM decision making. Table 3 shows the results in terms of the correct classification for the three tests. The CCP and Yule scores are computed for the set of 86 images and 3096 cells. Larger score values indicate better performance.
From results in Table 3 it can be inferred that the best performance is achieved by the Test 3 in STEP 3. This means that the use of two attributes (weed coverage and weed pressure in Test 3) improves the performance against the use of a unique attribute (Tests 1 and 2 ). An improvement in the performance is also achieved as the learning progresses, i.e. during the STEP 3. 
Conclusion
A new approach for detecting a special kind of weeds: avena sterilis. This weed appears mixed in the crop fields and irregularly distributed. Moreover, the weeds and the crops have similar spectral signature and texture. This means that its identification in a cereal crop field is s difficult task. It has been designed a new strategy which involves two steps: segmentation and decision making.
The segmentation is based on a combination of basic processing techniques. The decision making is carried out through the well-tested SVM framework, which is a suitable approach when the training increases. It also offers an optimum performance in terms of computational complexity and memory requirements. The combination of the weed coverage and weed pressure attributes improves the performance of the approach as compared with the use of these attributes separately. An important issue that is to be analysed in future works isthe robustness of the proposed approach against illumination variability. This is because the robot-tractor where the system is installed goes in a direction and its opposite, i.e. the illumination coming from the sun varies.
